Generalized thermoelastic waves in homogeneous isotropic plates
The propagation of thermoelastic waves in homogeneous isotropic plate subjected to stress-free and rigid insulated and isothermal conditions is investigated in the context of conventional coupled thermoelasticity (CT), Lord-Shulman (LS), Green-Lindsay (GL), and Green-Nagdhi (GN) theories of thermoelasticity. Secular equations for the plate in closed form and isolated mathematical conditions for symmetric and skew-symmetric wave mode propagation in completely separate terms are derived. It is shown that the motion for SH modes gets decoupled from the rest of the motion and remains unaffected due to thermo-mechanical coupling and thermal relaxation effects. The phase velocities for SH modes have also been obtained. The results for coupled and uncoupled theories of thermoelasticity have been obtained as particular cases from the derived secular equations. At short wavelength limits the secular equations for symmetric and skew-symmetric waves in a stress-free insulated and isothermal plate reduce to Rayleigh surface waves frequency equations. Finally, the numerical solution is carried out for aluminum-epoxy composite material and the dispersion curves for symmetric and skew-symmetric wave modes are presented to illustrate and compare the theoretical results.